SOLID VS. ENGINEERED FLOORING

ENGINEERED to give you added STABILIT Y with the same DURABILITY

ABOUT GRAF BROTHERS

Graf Brothers Flooring & Lumber is an environmentally conscious company located in the heart of the Appalachian
foothills. This geographic region is known for its abundant natural resources of the choicest hardwoods. Our prime
location allows us to use the beautiful, richly developed trees, producing only the best quality lumber and plank
flooring. We specialize in the quarter sawn and rift planks that are hallmarks of old world charm and traditional
craftsmanship. We are known around the World as the premium hardwood lumber and flooring producers, with
world-renowned installations on all corners of the planet.

ABOUT ENGINEERED

Engineered wood floors are real wood floors that are manufactured using multiple layers of wood veneers. The grain
of each layer runs in perpendicular directions, which creates exceptional dimensional stability. This means the wood
will expand and contract less than solid wood flooring during fluctuations in humidity and temperature.
Because of the way engineered hardwood is processed, it is not as affected by humidity as solid wood planks are.
Therefore, the product is often the preferred choice for kitchens and bathrooms or in areas where the humidity level
can vary like in a basement or a part of the house below grade, as long as a moisture barrier is placed between the
subfloor and the hardwood planks. They are also better suited for installing over in-floor heating systems.
The top layer of engineered wood consists of high-quality wood. Engineered floors can be nailed or stapled to a wood
sub-floor, or glued down to a wood subfloor or concrete slab. This makes engineered wood floors ideal for slab and
basement installations, but they can be used in any room either above or below grade.
This type of flooring can be sanded and finished. Engineered hardwood floors are suitable for installation on all levels
of the home and over plywood, wood, OSB and concrete subfloors.

REFINISHING ENGINEERED
Solid hardwood flooring can generally be refinished many times because it can be sanded and re-sanded nearly all
the way down to the tongue and groove of the boards. That could be as much as 1/4” or about one third of the
thickness of the board. Especially with the Graf Brothers Flooring Advantage Engineered 4.2MM Wear Layer you will
be able to sand engineered flooring just as much. Finishes are so durable that you will get a lifetime of carefree use
before a new finish is ever needed. Refinishing, therefore usually becomes a secondary consideration in the selection
process.

ENGINEERED FLEXIBILITY
Versatility is always an important issue in choosing flooring. Today, engineered hardwood flooring is really quite
versatile. It can be installed using either glue or staples. It can also be installed over all types of sub-floors from
suspended wood to concrete slab. Engineered hardwood flooring, given proper conditions, can be used below grade.
Solid hardwood flooring, on the other hand, has the limiting requirement of needing to be stapled down over
suspended floors - above grade. In order to fasten solid hardwood flooring over a concrete floor, plywood or firing
strips would have to be installed first. It can be done, but it is time consuming and expensive.

ENGINEERED THICKNESS
Engineered hardwood flooring is generally thinner than solid hardwood. That means it can be used in many
remodeling projects where a solid 3/4” floor would create a height problem. Graf Brothers Engineered floors range in
thickness from 5/8” to 3/4”.

ENGINEERED STABILITY
For the most part, hardwood flooring is quite dimensionally stable over time. Solid hardwood may, under certain
climatic conditions, be subject to swelling or shrinking. Engineered hardwood flooring, on the other hand while still
subject to slight movement is the better choice where extreme seasonal climate changes may cause problems. The
plywood-like construction of an engineered floor gives it more dimensional stability.

UNFINISHED ENGINEERED FLOORING
SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIES		 WHITE OAK | RED OAK | WALNUT | HICKORY
GRADES 		

CHARACTER | CLEAR | SELECT/BETTER

GRAIN PATTERNS

RIFT & QUARTERED | RIFT ONLY | QUARTERED ONLY| PLAIN SAWN

SURFACE 		
UNFINISHED | DISTRESSED | HAND-SCRAPED | PILLOWED EDGES | WIRE BRUSHED
			PLUGS | ROUND | SQUARE | PRE-DRILLED OR INSTALLED
LENGTH		STANDARD | 2’ -10’ | Approximately 4’
			
SPECIAL | 3’ or longer | 5’ or longer | Can be ordered up to 12’ on as needed basis {nominal lengths}
THICKNESS		
			
			
			

STANDARD 5/8” {4MM WEAR LAYER | 9 PLY BALTIC BIRCH}
SPECIAL ¾” {6MM WEAR LAYER | 9 PLY BALTIC BIRCH}
SPECIAL ¾” {4MM WEAR LAYER | 11 PLY BALTIC BIRCH}
{Extremely stable in all climates/applications}

WEAR SURFACE
			

STANDARD 5/32 or 4mm | Pre-sanded when it leaves the mill, will still need sanded on site.
All wear layers are sawn veneers to give a solid look with dimensional stability.

MACHINING		

Tongue & Groove and End Matched, Square Edge Back Scored 4” Centers & Pre-Sanded

BEVEL			
			

2 Sided (Standard 1/8” or Micro Bevel 1/16”)
4 Sided (Standard 1/8” or Micro Bevel 1/16”)

INSTALLATION 		
			

Can be nailed, stapled, or glued. When gluing please follow NOFMA/NWFA recommendations.
Can be installed above grade or below.

INDIVIDUAL SPECIFICATIONS
RED OAK		

2 ¼” – 11 ½” | Select/Better {R/Q | RIFT | QTD | P/S} | Character {R/Q or P/S}

WHITE OAK		

2 ¼” – 11 ½” | Select/Better {R/Q | RIFT | QTD | P/S} | Character {R/Q or P/S}

WALNUT		

2 ¼” – 11 ½” | Select/Better {R/Q | P/S} | Character {P/S}

SPECIAL		 3” - 8” | HICKORY
NOTE 		

Stock items will be nested and boxed for shipping protection.

